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Direct-drive spherical implosions of cryogenic, D2-filled capsules are performed on the 60-beam
OMEGA laser systemfT. R. Boehly, D. L. Brown, R. S. Craxton, R. L. Keck, J. P. Knauer, J. H.
Kelly, T. J. Kessler, S. A. Kumpan, S. J. Loucks, S. A. Letzring, F. J. Marshall, R. L. McCrory,
S. F. B. Morse, W. Seka, J. M. Soures, and C. P. Verdon, Opt. Commun.133, 495 s1997dg.
The targets are energy scaled from the base line ignition design developed for the National
Ignition Facility fW. J. Hogan et al., Nucl. Fusion 41, 567 s2001dg. Thin-walled
s,4 mmd, ,860 mm diam deuterated polymer shells are permeation filled with D2 gas and cooled
to the triple points,18.7 Kd. Cryogenic ice layers with a uniformity of,2 mm rms are formed and
maintained. The targets are imploded with high-contrast pulse shapes with full single-beam
smoothings1 THz bandwidth, two-dimensional smoothing by spectral dispersion with polarization
smoothingd to study the effects of the acceleration- and deceleration-phase Rayleigh–Taylor growth
on target performance. Two-dimensional hydrocode simulations show good agreement with the
experimental observations. Scattered-light and neutron-burn-history measurements are consistent
with predicted absorption and hydrodynamic coupling calculations. Time-resolved and static x-ray
images show the progress of the imploding shell, the shape, and temperature of the stagnating core.
Particle-based instruments measure the fusion yield and rate, the ion temperature in the core, and the
fuel areal density at the time of neutron production. These experiments have produced fuel areal
densities of up to,100 mg/cm2, primary neutron yields of,431010, and secondary neutron
yields of 1% to 2% of the primary yield. These results validate the hydrocode predictions for the
direct-drive ignition-point design, giving increasing confidence in the direct-drive approach to
inertial confinement fusion ignition. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1873832g

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermonuclear ignition via direct-drive, laser-driven, in-
ertial confinement fusion1 sICFd will be accomplished by the
near-uniform illumination of spherical cryogenic deuterium-
tritium sDTd-fuel-bearing capsules with high-power laser
beams. Achieving thermonuclear ignition and gain will re-
quire symmetric compression of the DT-fuel hot spot to high
areal densities s,0.3 g/cm2d with a temperature of
,10 keV. The base line target consists of either a pure cryo-
genic DT layer formed on the inside of a thin plastic shell2 or
a DT-filled foam shell.3 Target imperfections and laser illu-
mination nonuniformities lead to Rayleigh–Taylor unstable
growth of fuel-layer perturbations during the implosion and
must by minimized. The minimum energy required for igni-

tion scales as,a1.8 sRefs. 4–6d, wherea is the fuel adiabat,
the ratio of the local pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pres-
sure. It has been shown that the ablation velocity, the main
contributor to the stabilization of Rayleigh–Taylor unstable
growth, scales as,a0.6 sRef. 4d. Traditionally, direct-drive
ICF has had to balance target performance and stability by a
careful choice of the target adiabat. This task has been made
easier with the application of adiabat shaping.7 The ablation
region is placed on a high adiabat for stability while main-
taining the main fuel layer on a low adiabat, preserving com-
pressibility for good target performance.

The experiments described in this work were performed
on the 60 beam, 30 kJ UV OMEGA laser system at the Uni-
versity of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics.8 The
three major requirements to achieve ignition-scaled condi-
tions in the fuel have been met:s1d near-uniform cryogenic
layers, s2d near-uniform laser illumination, ands3d a high-
contrast pulse shape maintaining the fuel layer on a low adia-
bat sa,4d. The resulting high fuel areal densitiessrR
,100 mg/cm2d, ion temperatureskTi ,2 to 3 keVd, and fu-
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sion yield f,20% of predicted by one-dimensionals1Dd
simulations and in agreement with two-dimensionals2Dd
simulationsg give increasing confidence to the direct-drive
approach to ICF ignition.

This work describes recent progress in direct-drive,
cryogenic target implosions on OMEGA. In Sec. II the ex-
perimental conditions and observations are described. Sec-
tion III presents a comparison of the observations with 2D
numerical simulations. The paper is summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the experimental conditions, in-
cluding target and laser performance, and the primary experi-
mental observations.

A. Targets

The targets used in these experiments are D2-filled, deu-
terated, strong GDPsa high-strength, glow-discharge poly-
merd shell with outer diameters of,865 mm, shell thick-
nesses of,3.7 to 4.0mm, and a density of 1.09 g/cm3. The
shells are permeation filled with,1000 atm of D2 gas in the
Fill and Transfer StationsFTSd sRef. 9d and then slowly
cooled to below the triple points18.7 Kd. The targets are
then transported to a characterization station for layer forma-
tion and then to the OMEGA target chamber for implosion.

The formation of a near-uniform layer is accomplished
in a layering sphere9 using an IR laser tuned to the D2-ice
absorption band at a wavelength of 3.16mm. The residual
inner-ice-surface nonuniformities, after careful layer prepa-
ration, are determined using the shadowgraphic technique
described in Stoecklet al.10 and shown in Fig. 1. This tech-
nique has been extended to map the inner surface of the ice
layer in 3D by combining layer-thickness measurements
from multiple viewss48 typically, consisting of 24 orthogo-
nal pairsd. In addition to the inner-ice-surface roughness, the
outer-surface roughness of the CH shell is also determined.
The mean inner-ice roughness for the target experiments in-
cluded in this work was 5mm srmsd with the best being
1.3 mm. Three-dimensionals3Dd reconstructions of the ice
layer from these multiple views are used as input to the 2D
hydrodynamic simulations described in Sec. III.

The standard deviation of the mean layer thickness from
individual views is typically&2 mm. However, there are
other ways to characterize the errors of the ice-layer nonuni-
formity. For example, the ice layer for shot 35 713 had a
4.2 mm mean rms, predominately in the four lowest,
modes. Based on the 3D reconstruction of the ice layer, a
peak-to-valley of ±10mm existed over,1% of the surface.
These larger variations will likely affect target performance
to a greater degree than represented by the standard deviation
of the mean of the individual measurements. Effort is under-
way to more accurately determine the mean ice roughness
error and its impact on target performance and simulations.

B. Laser system conditions

Cryogenic capsules were imploded with pulse shapes
ranging from a high-adiabatsa,25d, 23 kJ, 1 ns square

pulse to a low-adiabatsa,4d, 17 kJ, 2.5 ns shaped pulse.
The fuel adiabat at the end of the acceleration phase is de-
termined by using the pulse shape, as measured by a high-
bandwidth streak camera,11 as input to the 1D hydrocode
LILAC. 12 Full beam smoothing including distributed phase
platessDPPsd,13 polarization smoothing with distributed po-
larization rotators,14 and 2D, single-color-cycle, 1 THz
smoothing by spectral dispersion,15 was used for these ex-
periments. Recent experimentssa,4d were performed with
a new set of DPPssRef. 16d with a 95% enclosed energy
diameter of 865mm and a “super-Gaussian” ordern=3.7.
The new DPPs reduce the need to use enhanced fluence
balance.17 Beam mispointing is reduced from an average of
,20 mm rms to an average of,10 mm rms by active re-
pointing requiring two pointing shots.16,17 These combined
effects have reduced the long-wavelength nonuniformities of
the laser system from,3% to ,1.3%. This condition was
applied to alla,4 implosions in this work. The largest con-
tribution to the long-wavelength nonuniformities is the loca-
tion of the target with respect to the center of the target
chambersTCC offsetd at shot time.

FIG. 1. Cryogenic target layer characterization.sad A single shadowgraph,
sbd layer-thickness measurements, andscd resultant mode spectrum.
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C. Absorption measurements

The scattered light was measured by calorimeters in two
full-aperture-backscatter stationssFABSd. These calorimeters
sample the light backscattered through two OMEGA focus-
ing lenses. Extensive 2D ray-tracing simulations using 1D
hydrodynamic code predictions for the time-varying plasma
density and temperature profiles have shown that the
scattered-light variations around the target are within,3%
of perfect uniformity. Spot measurements with calorimeters
between the OMEGA focusing lens positions have confirmed
these predictions. Nevertheless, there are random shot-to-
shot fluctuations in the various calorimeter measurements
that can be as high as 7% rms per shot. These fluctuations are
thought to be due to target centering and subtle beam point-
ing issues. In contrast, the shot-to-shot reproducibility of the
average calorimeter reading is typically within 2% to 3%,
inspiring confidence in the validity of the average scattered-
light measurements. Since the long-term calibration stability
of the scattered-light calorimeters between the focusing
lenses is difficult to ascertain, we use only scattered-light
energies measured at the two FABS stations and extrapolate
them to 4p. These data yield a good measure for the total
absorbed energy.

Reliable measurements of absorbed energy in spherical
target implosions are essential for quantitative comparison
with hydrodynamic code simulations. The absorption pre-
dicted by these codes is based primarily on 2D ray tracing
and inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, and depends sensi-
tively on the electron-thermal transport. The latter is typi-
cally modeled using flux-limited diffusion.18,19A flux limiter
f =0.06 was used for all simulations in this work.

Figure 2 shows the fractional difference of the measured
absorption from LILAC predictions for a series of cryogenic
implosions with the pulse shapes shown as insets. Error bars
represent the difference of the two FABS measurements. The
agreement between the measurements and the 1D LILAC
predictions is excellentshorizontal dotted lines in Fig. 2d
when averaged over all shots. We have also made time-
resolved scattered-light measurementssand, consequently,
time-resolved absorption measurementsd that are in equally
good agreement over the entire pulse shape for all of the
pulse shapes.20

Determination of the fuel adiabat depends on the de-

tailed time history of the absorbed energy, requiring preci-
sion measurement of the laser pulse shape. Using P510
streak cameras11 with a demonstrated bandwidth of
,20 GHz in the UV in selected channels, the simulations are
provided with pulse shapes that include an initial low-
intensity rise of,40 ps/decade for all pulse shapes. These
rise times were measured using 1 ns square pulses best
suited for this purpose. The same pulse switching provides
the initial rise for all other pulse shapes. The details of the
initial rise are of importance to simulations. With these
inputs, optimum zoning strategies were developed for the
LILAC simulations that led to improved absorption
calculations7 in the leading edge of the strongly shaped
a401, a402, anda402P swith picketd pulses. All of these
improvements have led to better agreement between the
measured and simulated time-integrated and time-resolved
absorption fraction, as well as improved estimates for the
fuel adiabat during the implosion phase. Thus, previously
predicteda,4 pulses were found to produce slightly higher
calculated adiabatssa,6d. New pulse shapes, incorporating
better design of the leading edge, have been incorporated
into current OMEGA experiments.

D. Fusion yield

The fusion reaction rate for these experiments is deter-
mined by the neutron temporal diagnosticsNTDd,21 with the
absolute rate obtained by normalizing with the neutron yield.
Figure 3 shows the NTD measured and simulated neutron
rate for a low-adiabatsa,4d implosion. The duration and
peak time are seen to fall within the absolute measurement
uncertaintys±0.1 nsd. The integrated yield for this implosion
was 1.631010, while the LILAC prediction was 9.131010

fyield over calculatedsYOCd=18%g. The coincidence of the
measured and predicted peak burn times confirms the obser-
vations from the absorption measurements that the simula-
tions are correctly predicting the absorption and hydrody-
namic coupling in cryogenic targets.

FIG. 2. Absorption fraction measurements shown as percent variation from
1D predicted value.

FIG. 3. NTD measurement of the fusion reaction rate for ana,4 cryogenic
target implosionsshot 35 713d. Also plotted is the 1D simulated fusion rate.
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E. Fuel areal density

The total fuel areal density in cryogenic D2 implosions is
inferred from the energy loss of secondary protons from the
D3He reaction. The secondary proton spectrum at birth is
well defined by the kinematics of the D3He reaction so that
the average energy of the protons emerging from the dense
fuel depends on the total burn-averaged areal densitykrRln.
Wedge range filter spectrometerssWRFsd sRef. 22d measure
the secondary proton spectrum along multiple lines of sight
sgenerally four to sixd. These individual measures of therRn

are averaged to obtain the reportedkrRln. The error associ-
ated with each individual measure is<5% stypically a
150 keV uncertainty out of a 3 MeV energy lossd. However,
the variation among the individual measurements is often
quite large due to low-mode variations in the initial ice thick-
ness and drive symmetry. The dominant factor in the drive
asymmetry is the location of the capsule with respect to
chamber center at shot timesthe TCC offset discussed
aboved.

Figure 4 shows the correlation between the experimen-
tally inferred krRln and the value ofkrRln predicted by the
1D hydrocode LILAC for all cryogenic implosions in which
the offset from TCC was,60 mm and the inner-ice layer
rms roughness was,6 mm. The solid circles near
50 mg/cm2 represent high-adiabat implosionssa,25d
driven by a 1 ns square pulsessee Fig. 2d and show near 1D
performance in the assembly of the fuelstypically, the pri-
mary neutron yields are 50% to 70% of 1Dd. The open
circles represent low-adiabat implosions using a high-
contrast pulse shape similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. Al-
though designed to put the fuel shell on an adiabat of 4, the
actual shape of the drive pulse delivered to the capsules var-
ied from shot to shot such that the calculated adiabat ranged
from ,4 to just over 6. In a few cases, the calculated adiabat
ranged between 6 and 12. Therefore, the points are labeled as
“mid-a” and “a,4 to 6” sa subset of these implosions is
discussed later in Sec. IIId. The key feature to note is that as
the adiabat of the fuel decreases, the deviation of the experi-
mentally inferredkrRln from 1D performance increases. This
discrepancy is expected and discussed further in Sec. III.

The drive pulses for the most recent implosionssshots
37 967 and 37 968d were carefully tuned to obtain the de-
sired adiabat in the fuel. These two points are labeled

as “a=3.5 to 3.8.” The krRln for shot 37 968 was
98±22 mg/cm2. The error here represents the standard de-
viation of the individual measurementssseven for this shotd
and suggests a significant offset from TCC at shot timesthe
standard deviation is typically much larger than the errors
associated with the individual measurementsd. For this shot,
the measured offset was,40 mm. The error bar is consider-
ably smaller for shot 35 713 and consistent with the much
smaller offset at shot time, 15mm. This confirms that the
variation among the individual measurements is dominated
by the offset from TCC at shot time.

F. Stagnation

Peak density occurs in these implosions after the time of
peak neutron production. Recent works23,24 have shown that
the time history of the fuelrR can be inferred from the
combined measurements of the proton spectrum and the re-
action rate history. The fuelrR increases until final stagna-
tion, when the bulk of the fuel is heated to a lower tempera-
ture than the hot core. At this point the x-ray flux increases
dramatically, allowing a diagnosis of stagnation by x-ray im-
aging. Figure 5 shows a pair of quasimonochromatic x-ray
images from a grating-dispersed Kirkpatrick–BaezsKBd
microscope25 fFig. 5sadg and an x-ray framing camera
sXRFCd filtered to be sensitive to x rays in the range
4 to 5 keV fFig. 5sbdg. The KB microscope is time integrat-
ing, has a resolution of,3 mm, and is dispersed by a trans-
mission grating that convolves space and spectrum in the
spectral direction.25 The stagnation-region size as a function
of mean wavelength can be measured in the perpendicular
direction. The radial profile of this emission at 4 keV is
shown in Fig. 5scd along with the azimuthal average lineout
from the XRFC imagesframe closest to peak x-ray emission
within ±50 ps and within a 50 ps time windowd. These are
compared with the simulated time-integrated emission pro-
file from a LILAC postprocessor. The good agreement be-
tween both measurements and the simulated profile indicates
that the fuel-stagnation core size is close to the 1D predic-
tion. The absolute flux and slope of the continuum deter-
mined from the grating-dispersed KB imagefFig. 5sddg also
show close agreement with the 1D postprocessor prediction.
The inferred stagnation electron temperature iskT=1.3 keV
saveraged over the time of the x-ray emissiond.

III. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND 2D SIMULATIONS

The goal of the OMEGA cryogenic implosion program
is to validate the predicted performance of low-adiabat,
ignition-scaled implosions on OMEGA. The first set of ex-
periments in this phase employs ana,4 pulse shapesshown
as an inset in Fig. 2d. Severalaø4 implosionsssee Fig. 4d
were undertaken using the OMEGA laser; for brevity, only a
single implosions35 713d will be described in detail.

The target was 870mm in diameter with a 3.8mm thick
GDP shell, a 95mm thick D2-ice layer, and an interior-ice-
surface roughness of 4.2mm. The power spectrum for this
surface, as shown in Fig. 6sad, is heavily weighted toward
low-order modes. The capsule was,15 mm from target

FIG. 4. MeasuredkrRln as function of 1D predicted value. The range of fuel
adiabats is also indicated.
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chamber center at the beginning of the implosion. The ex-
perimental neutron yield for this implosion was 1.631010,
which represents the highest-ever experimental yield ob-
tained from a cryogenica,4 implosionsYOC,18%d. The
ice-roughness spectrum from Fig. 6sad and an initial 3.1%,
,=1 illumination nonuniformity, due to the target offset,
were used in a DRACO 2D hydrodynamic simulation.26 La-
ser imprint was modeled in these calculations with modes
,=2 to 200. The simulated core can be seen in Fig. 6sbd to
have assembled slightlys,10 mmd off-axis due to the pres-
ence of the,=1 component of the initial inner ice roughness
and target offset, resulting in a 2D simulated neutron yield of
1.831010. Additional measurements and simulations are

given in the table in Fig. 6scd. The core performance, how-
ever, is not dominated by the,=1 perturbation as has been
the case with previous experiments, but is dominated by the
presence of growing perturbations due to modes 6–10 from
the illumination. The performance of this implosion was also
seen to be somewhat sensitive to the presence of laser im-
print, due to the stability characteristics of thea,4 pulse.
While the core does not appear to be influenced by the high-
frequency modes, the presence of these modes is observed in
the overdense regions of the shell near the corona. Simula-
tions without laser imprint resulted in,20%- to 25%-higher
neutron yields. The secondary-yield comparison also shows

FIG. 5. X-ray images of the fuel core at stagnationsshot 35 713d from sad a
grating-dispersed KB andsbd an XRFC.scd Radial profiles of images com-
pared to 1D prediction andsdd absolute continuum x-ray spectrum
s3 to 5 keVd obtained from KB image of core emission compared to the 1D
prediction.

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional DRACO simulation of shot 35 713.sad Spectrum
of D2-ice-surface roughness used as input,sbd isodensity contours at time of
peak neutron-production rate,scd table of measured and predicted primary
and secondary yields,krRln and ion temperature, andsdd angular variation
of areal density from DRACO simulation with the range of measurements
indicated by the shaded region.
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that the DRACO simulation is close to the experimental re-
sult. The simulated neutron-averaged areal density
fkrRlnsDRACOd=101 mg/cm2g is close to the experimen-
tally obtained valuefkrRlnsExpt.d=88±10 mg/cm2g. The
angular variation of the simulation and the range of mea-
sured values are shown in Fig. 6sdd.

It should be noted that the calculated and measured ion
temperatures do not agree. The calculation of the ion tem-
perature in the hydrocodes does not include collective mo-
tion of the fuel. Furthermore, the calculation does not pro-
duce a thermally broadened neutron energy spectrum, which
is what is used to experimentally infer the plasma ion tem-
perature during the burn. This discrepancy will be addressed
in the future.

Low-adiabat target performance has been previously
presented2 as a compilation of all perturbation sources using
a sum-in-quadrature representation of each source’s contri-
bution to the roughness of the inner ice layer at the end of the
acceleration phase of the implosion. The scaling parameters̄
is defined as

s̄2 = 0.06s,s,,10d
2 + s,s,ù10d

2 ,

where s, is the rms roughness computed over the mode
range indicated. At this time in the implosion, this surface
decouples from the ablation region. The effects of all major
sources of perturbation leading to the initial seed of the
deceleration-phase Rayleigh–Taylor instability have then
been set. An example of thes̄ scaling determined from 2D
DRACO simulations is shown in Fig. 7, where a comparison
is made between the NIFa=3 and OMEGAa=4 designs.

From Fig. 7 it can be seen that the OMEGA implosions
are more sensitive to the higher values ofs̄ than the NIF
implosions. This is because the OMEGA targets have been
energetically scaled from their NIF ignition counterparts.
The physically smaller OMEGA targets are more sensitive
than NIF targets when exposed to the same levels of nonuni-
formities. For identical values ofs̄, the OMEGA implosions
result in lower values of yield relative to 1D simulations.

Using thes̄ scaling with yield allows an experimental
validation of the numerical modeling of current OMEGA
experiments. This lends credibility to the ability of these nu-
merical models to predict ignition for direct-drive target de-
signs on the NIF. Using the current NIF specifications for the
allowed levels of perturbationssimprint, power imbalance,
and inner- and outer-surface roughnessd results in as̄ value
of ,1.4 for the NIF capsule with a gain of,30 ssee
McKenty et al.2d. The corresponding OMEGA implosion

would have as̄ value of ,1.1 and a performance YOC of
,40%. These conditions are denoted as the dotted lines in
Fig. 8, representing the performance of OMEGA implosions
required for the validation of the ignition design.

Figure 8 illustrates thes̄ scaling for both the OMEGA
a,4 and previousa,6 implosions. While it appears thats̄
scales the same for thea,4 anda,6 implosions, one must
remember thats̄ represents the outcome of Rayleigh–Taylor
growth of perturbation seeds during the acceleration phase of
the implosion. Identical initial perturbations imposed during
a,4 anda,6 target implosions will not result in the same
s̄ value. The separate stability characteristics of the two im-
plosions determine the finals̄ value for each target. As such,
the a,6 implosions, due to their enhanced stability relative
to the a,4 implosions, have resultants̄ values that are
lower thana,4 implosions with comparable initial condi-
tions. Thes̄ parametersextracted from DRACO simulationsd
has been used to plot the experimental yield performance on
the graph in Fig. 8 for recent OMEGA experiments. The
experimental points are in good agreement with thes̄ scal-
ing. As target-layer uniformity and OMEGA irradiation uni-
formity are improved, thea,4 implosion experiments are
expected to approach the,40% YOC goal.

Additional results obtained from alla,6 anda,4 im-
plosions with ice quality better than 5mm rms and target
offset,42 mm are shown in Fig. 9. The YOC for the experi-
mental data is compared with the trends of two series of
DRACO simulations run with varying initial ice roughness
for no offset and for a 30mm offset from target chamber
center. The effects of laser imprint are included in all of the
DRACO simulations. The DRACO simulations are in good
agreement with the YOC values and, therefore, explain yield
reduction as due principally to the ice-layer roughness and
target offset.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, recent cryogenic, D2 direct-drive implo-
sions on the OMEGA laser system are showing good agree-
ment with numerical simulations. Measurement and simula-
tion of absorption agree closelyswithin ±2%d, enabling the
accurate design of pulse shapes that maintain the fuel on a
calculated adiabat of as low as,4. Areal densities as high as
,100 mg/cm2 for temperatures of,2 to 3 keV result from
implosions that have low ice roughness, low target offset,
and low calculated fuel adiabat. Resulting fusion yields are

FIG. 7. Comparison of thes̄ stability analysis for OMEGAa=4 and NIF
a=3 designs. All values were determined with the hydrocode DRACO.

FIG. 8. Comparison of DRACO predictions of yield reduction as a function
of s̄ for a,4 anda,6 experiments on OMEGA.
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well explained by 2D simulations, and the expected reduc-
tion of yield from 1D is currently limited by the ice rough-
ness and target offset. Extrapolation to conditions on the NIF
result in high gain s&30d, increasing confidence in the
direct-drive approach to ICF ignition.
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